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1. The spectrum a( A) of an operator A can be divided into two parts: 
The essential spectrum ae(A) consisting of the points A. at which ffi(AI -A), 
the range of AI- A is not closed and of eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity. 
The second part may be called the Fredholm part of a(A) consists beside 
others of e(A), the resolvent set of A and of isolated eigenvalues of finite 
multiplicity. 
It is well-known that ae(A) has a remarkable stability, any compact 
perturbation P leaves the essential spectrum invariant: ae(A) = ae(A + P). 
In particular, a change of boundary conditions of an ordinary differential 
operator leaves its essential spectrum unchanged (cf. WoLF [1]). It is 
the aim of the author to investigate this stability in the case of partial 
differential boundary operators (cf.WoLF [1, 2] andAauno and WoLF [3,4]). 
The key to this stability is the "local origin" of points of ae(A) (cf. 
WoLF [2]). They can be traced to specific singular points of A on the 
boundary of the region, specifically to the points where either the ellipticity 
breaks down, or a coefficient of lower order becomes unbounded or in 
whose neighborhood the measure become infinite. This is the case of the 
point at infinity which we study in this paper. We obtain here a more 
accurate result than in (WOLF [2]), reminiscent of the case of ordinary 
differential operators in (WoLF [1 ]). 
2. Let A denote the operator 
o2 o 
- t oxl +fat (X) OXt +b(x), 
at, b EL2(E3) and bounded, operating in L2(E3). Let B be formally the same 
operator, but it,s domain <Il(B) consists of functions satisfying Dirichlet 
conditions on some bounded regular surfaceS. If S divides E3 into two parts, 
then the Dirichlet conditions should be imposed on both sides of S. Call D1 
the outside of Sand D2 the inside. Then, obviously L2(E3) = L2(D1) ffi L2(D2), 
and also B = B1 ffi B2. The operator B2 defined on a bounded domain D2 
is known to have a discrete spectrum and ae(B2 ) is empty. 
1 ) This research has been partially supported by a grant of the National Science 
Foundation. 
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First we shall show that there exists a A1 such that the half-plane 
Real A< A1 belongs to the resolvent set of both A and B. Then our main 
result states: for such a A, (AI -A)-1-(AI -B)-1 is a compact operator. 
It follows that (AI- B)-1 is a compact perturbation of (AI -A)-1. 
As such, by Weyl's theorem, it immediately follows that the essential 
spectrum of (AI -A)-1 and (AI- B)-1 are the same and by the spectral 
mapping theorem we obtain the corollary a6(A) = a6(B). 
The main result is obviously more precise than the corollary and it is 
hoped that it will yield later more results. 
\Ve chose to speak of E 3, only because the Green's function of - Ll +A. 
is particularly simple. The Green's function in En is well-known and its 
substitution yields immediately the result in En. 
3. Proof. First we shall define A and B more precisely. We shall 
make the discussion for the more complicated B. The simpler case of A 
can be dealt with in the same way. 
Let 00 be the class of infinitely differentiable functions of compact 
support in E3 f""oo..J S, i.e. each function is zero near S and near infinity. 
Evidently B can be applied to such functions and we get 
• [ (Jj (J- (Jj J ((B-A)j,g)x: .I ~CJXiCJ;i + ~at(Jx1 g+(b-A.)jg dx 
ES 'l. 'l. 
= (B-A.) (/,g), a bilinear form. 
Let us use the notation 
and 
max (sup I ail, sup I bl) = M . 
., ., 
Then 
I(B- A)(/, g) I< ll/ll1 ·II giJI Mll/ll1 ·II gllo + (M +I A I) 11/llo ·II gllo, 
or, for some constant M1 
I (B- A.)(/, g) I< M1( ll/ll1 + 11/llo) · (II gi!I +II gllo). 
Similarly, for A= A.1 + A.z, 
Real (B- A)(/,/)> 11/lli-MII/i!I ·11/llo-MII/11~- A.1ll/llo 
;;;;. 11/lli- ~ (~ 11/lli+M II/II~) -(A.1 +M) II/II~ 
=! 11/lli- (n;2 +M + A1) II/II~· 
Taking A. such that Real A.= - (-~2 + M + i ), we get 
Real (B- A)(f, /) > !( 11/lli +II /115). 
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If we introduce into ego the scalar product (/, g)I + (/, g)o, then it is 
obvious from the first inequality that (B- ).)(f, g) is continuous on Ogo. 
Therefore it can be extended 1) to the completion of Ogo which we denote 
by 5)~. This Hilbert space consists of functions which have all strong 
derivatives of the first order and satisfy the Dirichlet conditions on 
the boundary of the region E3 ""'S. Both inequalities are preserved 
by this extension. Hence we can use a representation theorem by 
P. D. LAx and A. MILGRAM [5]: If (B- }.) (/, g) is a bilinear form in a 
Hilbert space W1 (with the scalar product [f, g] = (/, g)I + (f, g)o) satisfying 
the two above inequalities, then every functional [f, g] in m can be 
represented in the form 
[f, g]=(B-).)(f, v)=(B-).)(w, f) 
where v and w are uniquely determined. 
The proof is simple. (B-).)(/, g) is a functional of g, hence is equal to 
[Of, g], where 0 is a bounded operator. From the second inequality follows 
the existence and boundedness of 0-1. There fore ffi(O) is closed. Suppose 
(ffi(O), z)=O, then (B-).)(f, z)=O for all f, in particular (B-).)(z, z)=O 
or z=O. 
Hence 0-1 is a bounded operator defined on the whole space and 
[f, g] = (B-).) (f, 0-1g). Since l(f, g)ol < llfllo ·JJgJJo < JJgJJo · VJI/IJ~ + JJ/JJ~, (/, g)o 
is a bounded functional and (f, g )o = - ( B- ). ) (RJ.f, g) defines the bounded 
resolvent R;.(B) of B for all Real A< ).1 defined in the first part of the 
proof. This finishes the definition of B. Since 'Il(B) C S)~ it would be easy 
to show that every f E 'IJ(B) satisfies Dirichlet conditions on S. 
From the second inequality for (B- ).)(f, f) and the last equation above, 
it follows 
l [JJ R;./ II~+ II R).f lliJ ~ I (B -A) (R;.f, R;./) I 
=I(/, R;./)o I~ II f llo · II RJ.f llo ~II f llo VII R;.f II~+ II RJ.f JJi. 
Hence we see that, if 11/llo is bounded, so is IJR1/JJ~ + JIR;./JJ~. Now, Rellich's 
theorem yields that RJ.(B)f is conditionally in the llllo-topology on any 
bounded set of E3. 
Repeating the same reasoning, we find that, if Jlfllo is bounded, then 
also RJ.(A)f is Jlllo-conditionally compact on any bounded set of E3. 
Next we shall prove that [RJ.(A)-RA(B)]f is compact near infinity, too. 
Since A and B are formally the same operator, therefore 
(U -A) [R.t(A)-RJ.(B)]f(x)= 0 
for all x except for xES. To eliminate the neighborhood of S, let us intro-
duce a sphere I xI = R that contains S in its interior and introduce the 
1) Extended, it is not obvious that it still can be written as ((B- }.)j, g). 
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notation OR.={xllxi>R}. We shall use an infinitely differentiable 
function w depending on I xI only, which is different from zero only in 
OR and equal to l in OR+l· Then for every f, the functions wRJ.(A)f and 
wR).(B)f are elements of ~(A) n ~(B) and using the properties just estab-
lished, we can see easily that if llfllo is bounded, then wRJ.(A)f and 
wR;.(B)f are uniformly bounded in the topology VIlli~+ II !lr· Besides, 
setting W= [RJ.(A)-RJ.(B)]f, we find 
in all of ES. 
The Green's function of -A-Ll in all of ES is eAix-tlj4nlx-tl. For A, 
we still use the same complex number such that Real A< A1. Denote 
T =OR"' OR+l, then 
We take e>R+ 1 and obtain 
Let us observe once more that 
are all uniformly bounded by a constant M, if II I II o < 1. In I r, I x- t I > e-
-(R+l)>O and therefore, by Schwarz's inequality, lim h=O. 
Further e __,. 00 
12 <,I dt I I !l(ww) 12 dx I I£Zi(X) 12 e2J.ix-tlflx -t 12 dx 
o E• ()x, o 
e R 
<, M2 I dt I I£Zi(U -t) 12 e2).1ulflul2 ·dU= M2 I e2Aiulfl u12 ·du I I£Zi(U -t) 12 dt. 
Oe E8 E 8 Oe 
The integrand is majorised by I lag(t) 12dt · e2Aiulfl u12 which is integrable 
E' 
in ES. For all u, lim I lat(U- t)l2dt = 0. Hence lim /2 = 0 uniformly 
e->-oo oe e ..,.oo 
for all llfllo< 1. A similar procedure shows that lim la=O, 
q-+OQ 
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So we have shown that for all c.> 0, we can choose e such that 
f lwl 2dt<e2 , whatever the corresponding f, 11/llo< 1. 
Ce 
Now we are finally ready to prove that, if 11/llo.;;; l then w = [R;.(A)-
-R;.(B)]f is conditionally compact in L2(E3). We choose (!i>R+ l such 
that f lwl2dt.;;;lfi2. Let {wn} be any sequence in our set. We can choose a 
ce, 
subsequence { w;} which converges in L 2( I xl <e1). Having defined {w~}, 
select a subsequence of it {w~+ 1 } which converges in L2(1xl <(!i+l). 
Then { w~} is a subsequence of the given sequence {wn} and 
- - ? ! lim II w~- w:;: II ~ lim f l w~-w:;: I dt + f I w~ 12 dt + f I w:;: 12 dt ~ [2 , 
n,m-..oo n,m-..oo ltl.;;;ei Ce; Ce; 
for any i. Therefore lim llw~-w::!ll = 0, showing that R;.(A) -R;.(B) is 
n.m-7oo 
a compact operator. 
3. Theorem. If ai(x), b(x) are square integrable and bounded, then, 
for some sufficiently large negative Real (A.), 
R;.(B) f(t) -.!. J I (x) e"'la:-tlflx -t l · dx 4n 
E' 
determines a compact operator. 
Proof. According to the previous theorem and the fact that e.l.la:IJixl 
is the Green's function for C == -Ll- A. it is enough to show that R;.(A)-
- R;.( C) is compact. This we have proved in a previous paper (Aauno 
and WoLF [4]). Indeed RA(A)-RA(C) = R;.(A)(A -C)R1(C) and we have 
then shown that (A -C)RA(C) is compact. Since by hypothesis RA(A) 
is bounded, the required fact is evident. 
4. Theorem. If(i)ai(x)arerealand lim (infreal b(x)- I~~)=+oo, 
'"'' _.. 00 i ox, 
or (ii) if at(x) are purely imaginary and lim (inf im b(x) + i I~~) = + oo, 
,.,,_..00 ox, 
then A has a discrete spectrum. 
The proof is similar to that used in ordinary differential equations. 
In case (i) take m arbitrary and determine Rm such that for 
I ~()~ xi >Rm, infreal b(x)- fox.:;;. m. 
Take S={xllxi=Rm}, then Real B1(/, f):;;.m(f, f). 
Hence a(B1) is in the halfplane Real A.:;;. m. Since B 2 is a regular 
boundary problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions in a bounded 
domain a(B2) is discrete. The essential spectrum a6(B) is therefore in the 
above halfplane and so is, by our result, also Ge(A). Since m is arbitrary, 
Ge(A) is empty and the result is proved. Case (ii) is similar. 
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